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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter discusses about conclusion and suggestion on the 

basis of research findings and discussion presented in the previous chapter. 

A. Conclusion 

After all the data were analyzed accurately based on the research 

result, the resercher can write some conclusion. That is about the 

improvement of students ability in speaking by using chain work method 

as the strategy at of the five class students of SDN 2 Kelutan Trenggalek. 

In line with the objective of this study the conclusion as follow : 

Based on the result of data analysis in the result of teaching 

speaking using chain work method in first cycle had not achieved the 

criteria of success. And then in second cycle, after doing some revision in 

planning, method of study, preparing new strategy, rules and media, from 

group work in cycle I to individual work in cycle II speaking students 

become good and students are motivated to English speaking in the class 

and teaching media images are also very important to improve students' 

speaking ability, students can imagine with the pictures and describe it, the 

criteria of success had achieved. The students activeness and participation 

in speaking class were improved by implementing chain work method. 

The students ability in language function also achieved the criteria of 

success. It can be concluded that chain work method can motivate students  
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ability in speaking of the five class of SDN 2 Kelutan Trenggalek. 

Then it is better for teachers to improve and create their instructional 

media, it also supported by Nurhayati’s research (2014) who forward 

that teaching and learning process in elementary schools, needed ne 

atmosphere of learning English. By redesigning curriculum. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the result of classroom action research, the researcher 

purpose some suggestions to the following persons. 

1. The Institution 

Chain work method had a great role to stimulate the Head Master, 

teachers and students of institution in speaking ability. 

2. The Students 

The students are suggested to practice their speaking and to work 

with the other students. So they can train themselves and improve their 

ability in expressing their ideas logically and orderly in spoken form. 

Next, they must proofread their peer speaking composition each other to 

give correction and revision on their works. Thus they will have better 

speaking skill. Besides, the students need to improve their speaking, 

especially in using suitable words to develop their ability in speaking. 

3. The English Teacher 

In order to make students enjoy in the teaching and learning 

process, the teacher must be more creative to find the alternative ways in 
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teaching and learning process. It is better for the English teacher guide, 

motivate and make students interested in teaching speaking by using chain 

work method. The teacher can use chain work method as one of many 

alternatives that could be used in improving students ability in speaking. 

4. The Readers 

This research hopefully could give information or a reference to 

motivated speaking ability. 


